Recently, there are a number of particle swarm optimization algorithms (PSOs) proposed for tackling multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs). Most of multi-objective PSOs (MOPSOs) were designed to speed up their convergence, which have been validated when tackling various kinds of MOPs. However, they may face some challenges for tackling some complicated MOPs, such as the UF test problems with complicated Pareto-optimal sets, mainly due to their neglect on the diversity. To solve the above problem, a novel hybrid MOPSO (called HMOPSO-ARA) is suggested in this paper with an adaptive resource allocation strategy, which shows a superior performance over most MOPSOs. Using the decomposition approach in HMOPSO-ARA, MOPs are transferred into a set of subproblems, each of which is accordingly optimized by one particle using a novel velocity update approach with the strengthened search capability. Then, an adaptive resource allocation strategy is employed based on the relevant improvement on the aggregated function, which can reasonably assign the computational resource to the particles according to their performance, so as to accelerate the convergence speed to the true Pareto-optimal front. Moreover, a decomposition-based clonal selection strategy is further used to enhance our performance, where the cloning process is run on the external archive based on the relevant fitness improvement. The experiments validate the superiority of HMOPSO-ARA over four competitive MOPSOs (SMPSO, CMPSO, dMOPSO and AgMOPSO) and four competitive multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA/D-ARA, MOEA/D-DE MOEA/D-GRA and EF_PD) when tackling thirty-five test problems (DTLZ1-DTLZ9, WFG1-WFG9, UF1-UF10 and F1-F9), in terms of two widely used performance indicators.
I. INTRODUCTION
In some real-world engineering problems, we often need to solve the optimization problems with several objectives, which are usually conflicted with each other. Generally, these problems are called multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs) [1] and can be modeled by minimize F (x) = (f 1 (x) , f 2 (x) , . . . , f m (x)) T subject to x ∈
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Li Zhang . where x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) is a decision vector within the search space , and the objective vector includes m objective functions to be optimized in the search space (n and m are respectively the dimensions of decision space and objective space). The final output of MOPs will produce a Pareto-optimal set (PS) with its mapping in the objective space called Pareto-optimal front (PF), which includes the best trade-off solutions among the objectives. When tackling MOPs, we need to search a set of approximate solutions with good convergence (i.e., they can approximate the true PF as closely as possible) and with good diversity (i.e., they can cover the true PF as evenly as possible).
Recently, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been presented and shown promising performance in solving different kinds of MOPs [2] - [4] . Based on the selection mechanisms, most of existing MOEAs can be classified into three main categories, i.e., Pareto-based MOEAs [5] - [9] , decomposition-based MOEAs [10] - [17] , and indicator-based MOEAs [20] - [23] .
Pareto-based MOEAs incorporate the concept of Pareto optimality into the evolutionary selection, such as SPEA2 [5] and NSGA-II [6] . The follow-up work has NSGA-II+AD [7] with a novel angle dominance criterion to provide sufficient selection pressure towards the PF, NSGA-III-SE [8] with a new selection-and-elimination operator to identify the reference point with the minimum niche count, and ar-MOEA [9] with a stricter partial order for non-dominated solutions.
Decomposition-based MOEAs solve MOPs by optimizing a set of subproblems on a collaborative manner. MOEA/D [10] is one famous MOEA based on the decomposition framework, in which each individual is associated to optimize one subproblem. Instead of using Pareto domination relation, the relevant aggregated function values are used to run the solution replacement mechanism.
Recently, there are some modified decomposition-based MOEAs to further improve the performance of MOEA/D. For example, a dynamic resource allocation (DRA) strategy was proposed in MOEA/D-DRA [11] , where a utility function based on the improvement of aggregated function is employed to decide which subproblem should be given more computation resource in each generation. A generalized resource allocation strategy was designed in MOEA/D-GRA [12] to enhance DRA by using a probability vector of improvement and a diversity-enhanced resource allocation strategy was reported in MOEA/D-IRA [13] to further consider the solution density of each subproblem. Moreover, a collaborative resource allocation strategy was proposed in MOEA/D-CRA [14] , which runs the resource allocation based on the contributions to produce the high-quality solutions for each subproblem. Moreover, a novel Tchbycheff decomposition with lp-norm constraint on direction vectors and a new unary R 2 indicator were proposed in MOEA/D-2TCHMFI [15] , in which the subproblems objective function endowed with clear geometric property. An adversarial decomposition method was developed in MOEA/AD [16] to leverage the complementary characteristics of different subproblem formulations within a single paradigm. An adaptive decomposition-based approach was presented in ADEA [17] , which introduces an adaptation mechanism for decomposition and the weight vector.
Indicator-based MOEAs use performance indicators (e.g., R2 [18] and HV [19] ) as their density estimator to guide the evolutionary search, such as IBEA [20] and SMS-EMOA [21] . Recently, a novel indicator-based method was presented in DLS-MOEA [22] , which designs an enhanced diversification mechanism and a new solution generator based on the external archive, while an enhanced inverted generational distance indicator was reported in AR-MOEA [23] to enhance the versatility of MOEAs on problems with different PF shapes. For a more detailed review of recent MOEAs, please refer to [24] .
On the other hand, a number of particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms were also proposed for solving MOPs [25] , [26] , mainly due to their easy implementation with a fast convergence speed. Initially, PSO was designed to solve single-objective optimization problems (SOPs). As PSO shows very promising performance on SOPs with a large and complex problem landscape, many researchers start to extend PSO for tackling MOPs. The detailed review of existing MOPSOs will be provided in Section 2.3.
In [27] - [30] , the experiments have revealed that some MOPs with complex PF or PS (e.g., UF [11] and F [31] test problems) will bring significant challenges for the existing MOPSOs. To better solve these complicated MOPs, as inspired from the resource allocation strategies in MOEAs [11] - [13] , a novel hybrid MOPSO is proposed with an adaptive resource allocation strategy in this paper, called HMOPSO-ARA. A novel velocity update strategy for PSObased search and a decomposition-based clonal selection method are also presented in our algorithm to further speed up the convergence and maintain the diversity.
To comprehensively evaluate the performance of HMOPSO-ARA, this paper adopts four widely used test suits (i.e., DTLZ [32] , WFG [33] , UF [11] and F [31] ). The experiments have justified the superiority of HMOPSO-ARA over four competitive MOPSOs (SMPSO [27] , CMPSO [30] , dMOPSO [29] , and AgMOPSO [28] ) and four state-ofthe-art MOEAs (MOEA/D-ARA [34] , MOEA/D-DE [31] , MOEA/D-GRA [12] , and EF_PD [35] ).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some background information, i.e., the concept of PSO, decomposition approach, and some related MOPSOs in recent years. In Section 3, the details of HMOPSO-ARA are given. Section 4 shows the experimental results of HMOPSO-ARA when compared to several stateof-the-art MOEAs and MOPSOs. At last, the conclusions and future work are presented in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK A. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Particle swarm optimization is a popular and effective population-based optimization strategy. Let x i (t) be the position of i-th particle at t-th iteration. Then, x i (t) will be updated by using a velocity v i (t) during the search process. Then, the new position of i-th particle is calculated as follows:
where v i (t + 1) means the velocity for i-th particle at t-th iteration, as defined by
where w is the inertial weight to control the impact of previous velocities, c 1 , c 2 are two learning factors, r 1 , r 2 are two VOLUME 7, 2019 random numbers uniformly generated within [0, 1], x pbest i and x gbest i are respectively the position information of personal best and global best particles for i-th subproblem,. In this paper, x gbest i is randomly selected from top 10% particles with the lager improvement fitness values for i-th subproblem.
B. DECOMPOSITION METHOD
The decomposition approaches [10] include the weighted sum (WS) approach, the Tchebycheff (TCH) approach and the boundary intersection (PBI) method. As the TCH method can handle the MOPs with non-convex PFs, it is used in this paper as the aggregated functions, which is also widely used in most MOEAs [11] - [13] , [36] and MOPSOs [28] , [29] , as defined by
where z * = {z * 1 , . . . , z * m } is an approximate ideal point with z * j = min{f j (x)|x ∈ P t } for all j = {1, 2, . . . , m}, and m is the objective number. w = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w m ) T is the used weight vector for decomposition, having w j ≥ 0(j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}) and m j=1 w j = 1. In case w j = 0, w j is reset to a very small value in this paper, e.g., 10 −6 . By embedding N different weight vectors {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w N } in Eq. (1), a MOP can be transferred as N aggregated functions in Eq. (4). Then, the improvement value i of i-th subproblems is defined by
where x i t and x i t−1 are the solutions associated to the weight vectors w i (i ={1,2, . . . , m}) at t and t − 1 generations respectively, and g tch (·) is the TCH function as defined in Eq. (4).
C. RECENT STUDIES ON MOPSOs
In recent years, a number of MOPSOs have been presented with very promising performance [37] , [38] . As shown in [39] , most of MOPSOs are designed by mimicking the social cooperative and competitive behavior of bird flocking and fish schooling. Similar to MOEAs, based on the mechanisms to choose the personal-best and global-best particles, most of existing MOPSOs can also be divided into three main kinds. The first type of MOPSOs runs the selection strategies according to the non-dominance relationship, such as [27] , [30] , [40] , the second type of MOPSOs (e.g., [29] , [41] - [46] ) uses the decomposition approaches to select x pbest i and x gbest i , and the third type of these MOPSOs (e.g., [47] , [48] ) exploits some performance indicator to run the selection procedure.
For the first type of Pareto-based MOPSOs, the dominance relationship for the particles is applied. In SMPSO [27] , non-dominated particles are selected to run the PSO-based search, in which their velocities are constrained to avoid the case with too fast velocities. In CMPSO [30] , non-dominated particles in an external archive are selected to run a novel co-evolution for optimizing each objective and also used to guide the PSO-based search. In AGMOPSO [40] , a multiobjective gradient method was used to update the external archive, which improves the convergence speed and the local exploitation during the evolutionary procedure. Moreover, a self-adaptive flight parameters mechanism was proposed to balance the convergence and diversity according to the diversity information of the particles.
Decomposition-based MOPSOs transform MOPs into a set of subproblems using the decomposition approaches, which assign each particle to optimize one subproblem. MOPSO/D [41] may be the first try to embed the decomposition methods into MOPSOs. After that, a series of MOPSOs were published based on the decomposition framework to further improve the performance of MOPSOs. For example, in dMOPSO [29] , the position of each particle was updated by a set of solutions that are selected by the decomposition method as the global best particles, while a memory re-initialization mechanism was used to enhance the diversity for particles. In MS-PSO/D [42] , a generic methodology, namely MS-PSO/D, has been developed by combining PSO with MOEA/D to specifically solve combinatorial MOPs. Moreover, an element-based representation and a constructive method are utilized to generate the feasible solutions under unconstraint. Besides that, some MOPSOs were proposed by integrating the dominance relation and decomposition-based approaches. For instance, in D2MOPSO [43] , MOPs will be simplified as a series of aggregation problems by using the decomposition approach, while the leader's archive is built and updated according to the dominance relation. In AgMOPSO [28] , a novel decomposition approach is used in MOPSOs to select the personal-best particle and global-best particle during the evolutionary search process, while the Pareto dominance method is applied to update the external archive and particle swarms. In DP-DMOPSO [44] , an external archive is adopted to reserve non-dominated solutions and a space decomposition-based mechanism is presented to renew the external archive. GSADMSPSO [45] was proposed by combining the dynamic multiple swarm particle optimization with gravitational search algorithm to enhance the ability of exploitation and exploration. In AMPSO [46] , a hybrid framework using solution distribution entropy and population spacing information is designed, which can enhance the accuracy of MOPSOs and attain the final solutions with better diversity.
Indicator-based MOPSOs utilize some performance indicators (e.g., HV [19] and R2 [18] ) to evaluate the performance of each particle by computing their corresponding contributions. For instance, in R2-MOPSO [47] , the use of the R2 contribution in archived solutions would help to select global best leader and update swarm. A sigmoid function mapping strategy was proposed in R2HMOPSO [48] , which adjusts the inertia weight and learning factors to compromise the exploration and exploitation process effectively. Moreover, in order to enhance the search ability, simulated binary crossover (SBX) operator is also utilized to reinitialize the particles. More recently, there are a number of MOPSOs further extended for tackling many-objective optimization problems (e.g., [49] - [51] ).
Although the above MOPSOs have shown the promising performance on some simple MOPs, they will still encounter great challenges when solving MOPs with complex PF or PS, such as UF [11] and F [31] test problems. As inspired by the above MOPSOs, this paper combines the advantages of Pareto dominance relationship and decomposition approaches to better solve the complicated MOPs. Firstly, in order to obtain an elite archive, an archive-based evolutionary search is performed on the external archive. Then an adaptive resource allocation strategy is designed in this paper to reasonably allocate the computation resource for each particle in archive according to their corresponding performance. This way, only a part of particles with good performance will be selected to run PSO-based search, which can further improve the performance on convergence and diversity. Moreover, a novel velocity update function for PSO-based search and a decomposition-based clonal selection method for archive-based search are also presented in our algorithm to further speed up the convergence and maintain the diversity.
III. THE PROPOSED HMOPSO-ARA ALGORITHM A. THE FRAMEWORK OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The algorithmic framework of HMOPSO-ARA is shown in Fig. 1 , which is mainly composed by the initialization, archive-based search, adaptive resource allocation process, PSO-based search and external archive update. The whole algorithm will be terminated when the termination condition is reached, and the solutions in the external archive are reported as the final result.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , firstly, the algorithm starts by initializing the population for particle swarm and external archive, and then some relevant parameters will be set simultaneously. After that, the external archive A will undergo the archive-based search to obtain a new elite population, called E. Then, the population E will combine with the external archive A to run the process of archive update. After archive-based search process, the adaptive resource allocation process is performed on the external archive A. According to the resource allocation strategy, only a part of particles in A with better performance can be selected for further optimization, i.e., PSO-based search, to approximate the true PF. As the same time, each newly generated particle during PSO-based search will be added into particle swarm P. Afterward, the particle swarm P will be used to update the external archive A again. Finally, the solutions in the external archive A are outputted as the final approximate PF.
In more detail, the pseudo-code of the proposed HMOPSO-ARA is clarified in Algorithm 1, where gen, fes and maxfes indicate the current generation, the current evaluation numbers and the maximum evaluation numbers, respectively. In line 1, the initialization is run, which will be described in Section 3.2. At the beginning, the archive-based search process is run as shown in line 3, which includes a decomposition-based clonal selection process and two main evolutionary operators. The details of archive-based evolutionary search are provided in Section 3.5. Then, the newly generated population, called E, will be used to update the external archive A in line 4. After that, an adaptive resource allocation strategy will be performed on the external archive A as listed in lines 7-12, where p(i) indicates the selection probability that will be assigned for each particle. Then, the computation resources will be allocated adaptively based on their corresponding selection probabilities. This adaptive resource allocation process will be introduced in Section 3.3. This way, only part of the particles that are randomly based on their selection probabilities will be further optimized. After that, the selected particles will undergo a further evolutionary produce, i.e., PSO-based search process as listed in line 9. More details about PSO-based search will be introduced in Section 3.4. At the same time, all the newly generated particles will be added into particle swarm, namely P. As shown in line 13, the particles P will be used to update the external archive A again, which will be introduced in Section 3.6. Of course, the reference ideal point Z * will be updated simultaneously as shown in lines 5 and 14. Moreover, in lines 16-20, over each of t generations (without loss of generality, we set t = 20 in our algorithm), the aggregation improvement value i and the selection probability p(i) will be recalculated respectively by using Eq. (5) and Eq. (6). The above evolutionary loop of HMOPSO-ARA will be terminated when the condition in line 2 is met. Finally, all the particles in the external archive A will be returned as the final approximate PF.
To clarify the proposed algorithm (HMOPSO-ARA), the implementation details of other main procedures (initialization, PSO-based search, archive-based search and archive update) are respectively introduced below.
B. INITIALIZATION PROCEDURE
The pseudo-code of the initialization is described in Algorithm 2. First, the current generation gen, the current Algorithm 1 Main Loop of HMOPSO-ARA 1: Initialization //(Algorithm 2) 2: while fes<maxfes do 3: use the archive A to run Archive-based search; /(Algorithm 4) 4:
use the newly generated population E to update archive A; //(Algorithm 5) 5:
update the ideal point Z * simultaneously; 6: fes=fes+|E|; 7: fori= 1 to |A| then 8:
ifp(i) >rand (0,1) then 9:
use the selected particle from A to run PSO-based search;// (Algorithm 3) 10: add the newly generated child into particle swarm P; 11: end if 12: end for 13:
use the particle swarm P to update archive A again; //(Algorithm 5) 14:
update the ideal point Z * simultaneously; 15:
fes=fes+|P|; 16:
while gen% t == 0 then 17:
recalculate the improvement value i for particles according to Eq.(5); 18:
recalculate the selection probability p(i) for particles according to Eq.(6); 19: end while 20: end while 21: return the final archive A; evaluate numbers fes and the maximum evaluate numbers maxfes are initialized in line 1. As shown in line 2, a set of N weight vectors λ = {λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ N } is uniformly generated to decompose a MOP into a set of SOPs by using Eq. (4). Second, since no prior knowledge of the search landscape is available, an initial swarm P = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N } is randomly sampled in decision space in lines 4-10, while v i , n i and p(i) respectively indicate the current velocity, the cloning number and the selection probability based on its corresponding fitness value for each particle, which are initialized in lines 6-8. Then, as shown in line 11, the T closest weight vectors w i1 , w i2 , . . . , w iT according to the Euclidean distances between each weight vector w i and other weight vectors will be selected to compose the neighbor set B(i). Moreover, as the true ideal point cannot be obtained at the beginning, an approximated point is used instead, which will find the minimum value of each objective in line 12, i.e.,
At last, all the non-dominated particles in P will be added into the external archive A in line 13.
C. AN ADAPTIVE RESOURCE ALLOCATION STRATEGY
Generally speaking, during the evolutionary process, all the individuals will be equally treated, which will obtain the same Algorithm 2 Initialization Procedure 1: initialize the current generation, current evaluate and maximum evaluate numbers; (i.e., gen=0, fes=0, and maxfes is set) 2: generate the weight vectors in objective space uniformly, i.e., λ = {λ 1 , λ 2 , . . . , λ N }; 3: initialize the PSO-based population P, EA-based population E and archive A; 4: while each particles i = 1 to N do 5:
generate a particle x i randomly; 6:
set the current velocity v i = 0 and cloning number n i = 0, respectively; 7:
initialize the selection probability for particle x i , i.e., p(i) = 0; 8:
evaluate the objective value of x i ; 9: add the newly generated particle x i into the PSObased population P; 10: end while 11: initialize the neighbor sets for each particle, i.e., B(i) = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i T }; 12: initialize the reference ideal point for each particle, i.e., z * = z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z N ; 13: all the non-dominated solutions in P will be added into the external archive A;
amount of computation resources. Whereas, it is normal that the different parts of PF for one MOP have different difficulties to approximate, hence different individuals usually have different contributions on optimization.
As inspired by the phenomenon in many MOPs, we consider organizing the computation resources more reasonably according to the different performance of each subproblem. Hence, we attempt to employ the dynamic resource allocation approach into traditional MOPSO algorithm, which is similar to these MOEAs based on resource allocation, such as MOEA/D-DRA [12] , MOEA/D-GRA [11] and MOEA/D-IRA [13] . In our proposed algorithm, according to the relative improvement values, a selection probability p(i) is designed for each particle to judge whether each particle should be selected or not, calculated as below.
where T and r i respectively indicate the neighbor size and the local rank based on the relative improvement values i among the corresponding neighboring set B(i). p min means the minimum selection probability for each particle, which is used to ensure that each particle will have an opportunity to be selected (in our algorithm, p min is set as 0.15). For a visual observation, we plot the dynamic change tendency between the selection probability p(i) and local rank r i , as shown in Fig. 2 . It is easy to learn from Fig. 2 that the selection probability and the corresponding local rank for each particle are positively correlated. That is to say, these particles with higher local rank, which are ranked by the relative improve values i , will also have bigger selection probabilities than others with a lower local rank. This way, these particles will have a higher selection probability to be selected in the next generation for further optimization, as they have larger i values. On the contrary, these particles are seldom selected in the next generation if their relative improve values i are low. Thus, regarding all the particles, they will be allocated with different computation resources according to their different relative improvement values. In other word, more evolutionary computation resources will be allocated to optimize these particles with the larger relative improvement on aggregated function values.
D. PSO-BASED SEARCH PROCEDURE
In this part, the PSO-based search procedure is performed. As introduced in most of existing traditional MOPSOs, the positional information of personal-best and global-best particles, namely x pbest i and x gbest i , are used to update the velocities of the particles. Whereas, it may encounter some difficulties on tackling some MOPs with complicated PFs or PSs for most existing traditional velocity update strategies. In order to enhance the robustness and performance of MOPSOs, we propose a novel velocity update method in this paper, which not only can provide another new search direction from x pbest i to x gbest i to speed up the convergence, but also can make more disturbances on the particles to improve the diversity, as defined below.
where t is the current iteration number; w is the inertial weight; c 1 , c 2 and c 3 are three controlling factors; r 1 , r 2 and r 3 are three uniformly distributed random numbers from 0 to 1. x pbest i and x gbest i respectively indicate the position information of personal-best particle and global-best particle, which have been shown in Eq. (4) . Besides that, in order to enhance the search ability for PSO-based search, x lbest i is Algorithm 3 PSO-Based Search Procedure 1: select p best i , g best i and lbest i from the external archive A respectively; 2: update the particle's velocity v i using Eq.(7); 3: update the particle's position x i using Eq.(2); 4: recalculate the particle's objective values; employed in our proposed velocity update function, which is selected from its neighborhood as the position information of local best particle. This way, the particle's position will be updated according to x pbest i , x gbest i and x lbest i simultaneously, as defined in Eq. (2).
To have a comprehensive understanding of our proposed velocity update strategy, its design details are introduced below. Totally, our proposed novel particle velocity strategy is composed by four main parts.
Regarding the first part w · v i (t), it indicates the ''inertial'' part as introduced in Eq.(3) of Section 2.1. For the second part c 1 r 1 (x pbest i − x i (t)), it provides a search direction from the current particle to the personal best one for ith subproblem. Regarding to the third part c 2 r 2 (x lbest i − x gbest i ), the main purpose of the design is to enhance the disturbance ability of the PSO-based search strategy, which is similar to the features of differential evolution (DE) operator as illustrated in [4] . The last part c 3 r 3 (x gbest i − x pbest i ) can provide one novel search direction between the personal-best x pbest i and global-best x gbest i . The newly embedded search direction from x pbest i to x gbest i can push the search towards the global best particles, which is favorable for convergence.
This way, the proposed novel velocity update strategy not only has a strong ability to converge quickly, but also has a strong disturbance ability to search. It should be pointed out that the disturbance ability is very important for the PSO-based search as a strong disturbance ability is suitable for solving these MOPs with complicated PFs or PSs.
The pseudo-code of PSO-based search is illustrated in Algorithm 3. At the beginning, in its line 1, the selection procedures are run, in which pbest i , gbest i and lbest i are respectively picked up from the external archive A. After that, as shown in lines 2-3, the information of velocity and position are recalculated by using Eq. (2) and Eq. (7), respectively. Then, the objective values of all the particles in particles P are reevaluated as listed in line 4 simultaneously. Terminally, the newly generated particles P will be returned.
E. ARCHIVE-BASED SEARCH PRODUCE
In this subsection, archive-based search process is performed on the external archive A, which is composed by two main produces. They are a decomposition-based clonal selection strategy and two evolutionary-based operators (i.e., simulated binary crossover (SBX) and polynomial-based mutation (PM) [52] ), respectively. The details of archive-based search process are introduced below. VOLUME 7, 2019
1) DECOMPOSITION BASED CLONAL SELECTION
In most of existing MOIAs [53] - [55] , the clonal selection strategy has been validated to speed up the convergence. More recently, a novel clonal selection approach, namely DCSS, based on the framework of decomposition is first proposed in MOIA-DCSS [56] , which has been confirmed that it can enhance the ability of algorithms for solving some complicated MOPs.
Hence, the decomposition-based clonal selection method is also implemented in this paper to optimize the archive A. As illustrated in MOIA-DCSS [56] , all the cloning number for each solution is calculated by the relative improvement values instead of the crowding distance, which can enhance the convergence pressure of our algorithm. It plays a crucial role in tacking some MOPs with variable linkages (i.e., UF1-UF10 and F1-F9 test problems).
Some details of decomposition-based clonal selection strategy (DCSS) are briefly introduced below. Assume that C and N are the cloning population and its size, respectively. The elitist population with the biggest relative improvement values selected from external archive A for cloning is PC and n A indicates the corresponding size of the elitist population with a higher improvement values on aggregated function. It should be noticed that n A is smaller than N (we set as N /5 in this paper). The mathematical model of proportional cloning as defined by
where operation n i ⊗ a i indicates to copy the individual, and n i is the number of clones for each individual in the external archive A, which is computed by (9) where N is the cloning population size and i is the relative improvement values as defined in Eq. (5). This way, these solutions with larger improvement values will have more clones in the next generation, which can speed up the convergence of the entire population.
2) THE PROCESS OF EVOLUTIONARY SEARCH
After cloning, the newly generated population C will undergo two evolutionary operators, i.e., SBX and PM, a brief introduction of which is given below. Let us assume that the individuals in population C is x i = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) and other parents x r i = (x r 1 , x r 2 , . . . , x r 3 ) are randomly selected from the external archive A.
1) Simulated binary crossover:
where z 0 i and z 1 i are two decision parameters of the generated offspring, w i and v i indicate the maximum and minimum values of x i and x r i , respectively. β i (j = 0, 1) are computed as follows:
, otherwise (11) where r j (j = 0, 1) are evenly distributed random numbers in [0, 1], η is a crossover distribution index, and a j (j = 0, 1) is defined below
where l i and u i are the lower and upper bounds for the i-th decision variable, respectively. Polynomial-based 2) mutation: After the above SBX operator, the newly generated individuals, defined as v i = (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n ), are further permuted to get offspring solutions y i (y i = y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ) by using PM operator, defined as
where p m indicates the mutation probability, and δ j is calculated by
, if rand(0, 1) < 0.5
where r is a evenly distributed random number in [0, 1] and η is a mutation distribution index.
3) THE COMPLETE PROCESS OF ARCHIVE-BASED SEARCH
The pseudo-code for the external archive-based search is described in Algorithm 4. In lines 1-4 about the clonal selection, the cloning number n i for each subproblem in the external archive A is calculated using Eq. (9) according to their corresponding relative improvement value i defined in Eq. (5) . Then, the cloning produce is performed to duplicate the solutions according to Eq. (8) based on the cloning number n i . Thus, more offspring will be generated from these solutions with a higher improvement value. In other word, they are easier to be promoted and further optimized in the next generation. After the clonal selection procedure, the newly generated cloned population C will run two traditional evolutionary operators (i.e., SBX and PM). As shown in lines 5-11 about the evolutionary search. First, one solution x r 1 is randomly selected from the cloning population C as a parent solution. Then, two solutions (x r 1 and x i ) will undergo Algorithm 4 Archive-Based Search Procedure 1: while i = 1 to |A| do 2: the cloning number n i for each solution is computed according to i using Eq.(9); 3: end while 4: use Eq.(8) on A to generate the cloned population C; 5: while i = 1 to|C| do 6:
one solutionx r 1 is randomly picked up from the cloned population C; 7:
x i and x r 1 run SBX operators to generate a child, namely v i ; 8:
polynomial mutation (PM) is performed on v i to generate a new solution y i ; 9:
the objective values of y i are recalculated; 10:
the newly generated child y i is added into population E; 11: end while 12 SBX and PM, which can make more disturbances on the external archive A. Finally, the evolutionary population E composed with all the newly generated solutions will be returned. Thus, the convergence and diversity of external archive are enhanced by employing the archive-based evolutionary search processes.
F. ARCHIVE UPDATE
After performing the PSO-based search and archive-based search processes, a new particle swarm (P) and population (E) are produced, respectively. In order to control a certain number of elitist solutions in the external archive (A), it is necessary to employ an approximate selection mechanism to update the external archive. As a result, the search direction can be effectively guided to approximate the true PF. The pseudo-code of the archive update is described in Algorithm 5 below.
Firstly, all the non-dominance solutions in the population E or particle swarm P will be added into external archive A in line 2. Then, the archive update procedure will be performed to ensure the fix size of archive if the size of external archive |A| is more than the maximum size N that is predefined. As shown in lines 4-6, the individual in the external archive with the biggest relative improvement value will be deleted until the size of archive equals to the predefined size. Finally, the newly updated external archive A will be outputted.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. TEST PROBLEMS
In our experimental comparison, there are thirty-five different test MOPs employed to evaluate the performance and superiority of HMOPSO-ARA, and their features for each class of test problems are briefly introduced below. UF1-UF10 have very complicated PSs in the search space, which are initially proposed as the benchmark problems for the competition of MOEAs in CEC 2009 [11] . Similar to the UF test problems, the F1-F9 test problems are first proposed in [31] , which aim to estimate the ability of MOEAs in tackling complicated PS shapes. Moreover, the common feature between the UF and F test suits is that they have strong variable linkages in decision space. For DTLZ1-DTLZ9 in [32] , different problems have different difficulties for approximating the true PFs. Considering the WFG test problems (WFG1-WFG9) [33] , they are all characterized with various complex features and mixed PF shapes.
Moreover, from the perspective of the objective numbers, they can be divided into two categories, two objectives (e.g., WFG1-WFG9, UF1-UF7, F1-F5 and F7-F9 test problems) and three objectives (e.g., DTLZ1-DTLZ9, UF8-UF10 and F6 test problems). All the test problems used in this paper have various complex characteristics and complicated PSs. The numbers of decision variables are set to 30 for DTLZ1-DTLZ9, UF8-UF10 and F6 test problems, and set to 10 for UF1-UF7, F1-F5 and F7-F9 test problems. It is worth noticing that the numbers of position-related and distance-related decision variables in WFG test problems are respectively set to 4 and 20.
B. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
As no single performance indicator is able to make a comprehensive measure on the performance of an algorithm, two commonly used performance indicators (i.e., inverted generational distance (IGD) [57] and hypervolume (HV) [19] ) are employed to measure the performance of all the compared algorithms.
1) Inverted generational distance (IGD): The IGD indicator calculates the average distance from a set of uniformly distributed solutions along the true PF to the approximation set that are obtained by the compared algorithms. The IGD value from S to S , namely IGD(S, S ), can be calculated as
where dist(S i , S ) is the minimal Euclidean distance between S i and any point in S , and |S| indicates the cardinality of S. The true PF of the underlying MOP has to be known in advance when computing the IGD metric. A smaller IGD(S, S ) value is considered to be a better performance of S to approximate S. 2) Hyper-volume (HV): The HV metric measures the size of the objective space dominated by the solutions in S and bounded by the reference point z r = (z r 1 , z r 2 , . . . , z r m ) T , as defined by
where VoI(.) indicates the Lebesgue measures. These points that cannot dominate the reference point will be deleted when considering the HV metric. A larger HV value implies a better performance.
In our experiments, In order to calculate the HV values, the relative reference points are set as follows. For DTLZ1-DTLZ7 test problems, (1.0, 1.0, 1.0) is set for DTLZ1 and (2.0, 2.0, 2.0) is set for DTLZ2-DTLZ6. For all the WFG test problems with two objectives, we set (3.0, 5.0) as the reference point. For other problems, (2.0, 2.0) is set for these test suits with two objectives (i.e., UF1-UF7, F1-F5 and F7-F9 test problems) and (2.0, 2.0, 2.0) is set for three-objective test problems (i.e., UF8-UF10 and F6 test problems).
C. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
In this paper, HMOPSO-ARA is compared with several stateof-the-art MOEAs (i.e., MOEA/D-ARA [34] , MOEA/D-DE [31] , MOEA/D-GRA [12] and EF_PD [35] ), and four competitive MOPSOs (i.e., SMPSO [27] , dMOPSO [29] , CMPSO [30] and AgMOPSO [28] ). All the compared algorithms are validated to show the superior performance in solving numerous MOPs (i.e., DTLZ1-DTLZ7, WFG1-WFG9, UF1-UF10 and F1-F9 test problems). Obviously, the comparisons of HMOPSO-ARA with these algorithms as mentioned above are very comprehensive and convincing. To be fair, all the relative parameters of all the algorithms are set according to the introduction in the corresponding references, which are summarized in Table 1 .
As shown in Table 1 , N is the population size; ηc and ηm respectively indicate the distribution indexes of SBX and PM; p c and p m are the probabilities to run crossover and mutation, respectively. T is the size of neighborhood regarding the weight vectors, while δ and n r respectively indicate the probability to select parent solutions from T neighbors and the maximum number of parent solutions that are replaced by each child solution. Moreover, ω, c1, c2 and c3 are the parameters in the velocity update equation for MOPSOs.
Please note that the settings of N = 100 listed in Table 1 are only for the WFG test problems with the maximum number of function evaluations as 25 000. When solving other test problems, the population size (N ) and the maximum number of function evaluations (maxfes) are set according to their different features (e.g., the difficulty and the complexity of test problems). For F1-F5, F7-F9 and UF1-UF7 as bi-objective test problems, their population sizes N = 300 and maxfes= 150 000. For F6 and UF8-UF10 as three-objective test problems, their population sizes N = 600 and maxfes= 300 000. When considering all the DTLZ test problems, their population sizes N = 105 and maxfes= 52 500, respectively.
All the experiments were independently run 30 times with different random seeds. The mean values and the standards deviations (included in brackets after the mean results) of IGD and HV in 30 runs were collected for comparison. In order to have an obvious observation on the best performance, the boldface and gray background in all the experimental comparison tables indicates the best mean value for each problem. Furthermore, to obtain a statistically sound conclusion, Wilcoxon rank sum test was run with a significance level α = 0.05 to show the statistically significant differences between the results of HMOPSO-ARA and other competitors. In the following tables, the symbols ''+'', ''−'', and ''∼'' indicate that the results of other competitors are significantly better than, worse than, and similar to the ones of HMOPSO-ARA using this statistical test, respectively.
D. COMPARISON OF HMOPSO-ARA AND FOUR PEER MOEAs
In this part, four state-of-the-art MOEAs, i.e., MOEA/D-ARA [34] , MOEA/D-DE [31] , MOEA/D-GRA [12] and EF_PD [35] , are used to compare with HMOPSO-ARA. It should be pointed that the IGD results listed in Table 2 are obtained after 30 independent runs.
It is obvious that the proposed HMOPSO-ARA shows superiority over other peer algorithms based on the mean IGD values. As shown in Table 2 , HMOPSO-ARA can obvious superiority over the peer algorithms, as HMOPSO-ARA can obtain best performance on 4 cases among all the 7 DTLZ test problems and EF_PD can only obtain the best results on DTLZ4-DTLZ5, while MOEA/D-ARA performs best on DTLZ4. However, when tackling the UF and F test problems with complicated PFs. HMOPSO-ARA is statistically similar to the peer algorithms according to the IGD results, as all the peer algorithms are proposed under the decomposition framework and use the differential evolution operator during their evolutionary process. As shown in Table 2 , HMOPSO-ARA, MOEA/D-ARA MOEA/D-DE, MOEA/D-GRA and EF_PD can respectively obtain the best results on 2, 2, 1, 10, and 4 cases among all the ten UF test problems and nine F test problems. This superiority of MOEA/D-GRA on solving UF and F test problems with variable linkages is mainly due to the employment of the adaptive resource allocation strategy, which has been validated to have some advantages in solving some complicated MOPs, where different PF parts have different difficulties to be converged. At last, in the last row of Table 2 , the experimental results of HMOPSO-ARA and peer algorithms are summarized, which shows the statistical quantity of the problems that HMOPSO-ARA outperforms (-), is similarly to (∼) and underperforms (+) the compared algorithms. In summary, as we can learn from the results of Wilcoxon's rank sum test, HMOPSO-ARA shows superiority over MOEA/D-ARA, MOEA/D-DE, MOEA/D-GRA and EF_PD on 26, 24, 20 and 20 cases among 35 test problems, respectively. On the contrary, HMOPSO-ARA is only worse than MOEA/D-ARA, MOEA/D-DE, MOEA/D-GRA and EF_PD respectively on 5, 3, 12 and 7 test problems.
Therefore, a conclusion can be drawn from Table 2 that the proposed HMOSPO-ARA shows obvious superiority over other compared algorithms when considering all the test problems adopted in Table 2 , as HMOPSO-ARA obtained the best results on most test problems regarding IGD.
To visually show and support the above discussions, Figs. 3-5 are listed below, which give the plots of the final approximated non-dominated solutions obtained by MOEA/D-ARA, MOEA/D-DE, MOEA/D-GRA and EF_PD and HMOPSO-ARA on three test MOPs (i.e., WFG1, WFG2 and DTLZ6).
We can draw conclusions from Figs. 3-5 that HMOPSO-ARA obviously outperforms MOEA/D-ARA, MOEA/D-DE, MOEA/D-GRA and EF_PD, as the populations obtained by HMOPSO-ARA are more smooth and closer to the true PFs when compared to that of other compared algorithms. As shown in Fig. 2 for WFG1, it is easy to conclude that the convergence pressure of HMOPSO-ARA is stronger than that of other compared algorithms, as their final solution sets are far from the true PF. On the contrary, the final solution set obtained by HMOPSO-ARA is much closer to the true PF. Moreover, in Figs. 4-5 for WFG2 and DTLZ6 respectively, the final solution sets obtained by our proposed HMOPSO-ARA can be distributed more smoothly and completely on the entire true PFs, while MOEA/D-ARA, MOEA/D-DE, MOEA/D-GRA and EF_PD show some difficulties in finding the complete PFs, as their final solutions fail to cover the whole true PFs.
The HV results of HMOPSO-ARA and the peer algorithms on all the test problems (i.e., DTLZ1-DTLZ7, WFG1-WFG9, UF1-UF10 and F1-F9 test instances) are summarized in Table 3 . Some conclusions also can be learned from the experimental comparison results. In summary, HMOPSO-ARA can perform best on 17 cases among all the 35 cases according to the values of HV. Whereas, MOEA/D-ARA, MOEA/D-DE, MOEA/D-GRA and EF_PD can only respectively show the best performance on 2, 1, 9 and 6 test problems out of all the 35 test problems. Therefore, HMOPSO-ARA shows the obvious superiority when compared with the mentioned competitors. Moreover, according to the summary in the last row of Table 3 , respectively showing the comparisons of approximation sets on UF3, F1 and F6, the final population obtained by HMOPSO-ARA can be distributed on the true PFs more smoothly, completely and closely, which have shown the obvious superiority of HMOPSO-ARA over other compared algorithms.
The above experimental results show that the proposed HMOPSO-ARA has some advantages in solving all the test problems applied in our experimental comparison, when comparing with four peer algorithms (i.e., MOEA/D-ARA, MOEA/D-DE, MOEA/D-GRA and EF_PD). The main reason for the obvious performance of HMOPSO-ARA is mainly benefited from the use of a novel velocity update function and an effective dynamic resource allocation strategy, which let our proposed algorithm not only have the search pattern of MOPSOs, but also include the advantages of MOEAs based on the resource allocation strategy.
E. COMPARISON OF HMOPSO-ARA AND FOUR COMPETITIVE MOPSOs
In this subsection, four competitive MOPSOs (i.e., SMPSO [27] , dMOPSO [29] , CMPSO [30] and AgMOPSO [28] ) are compared to further valid the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm HMOPSO-ARA. Tables 4 and  5 provide the IGD and HV results of all the compared algorithms on all the test problems, respectively. It is pointed out that all the experimental results were obtained after 30 independent runs.
As the IGD values summarized in Table 4 , we can see that our proposed HMOPSO-ARA shows obvious effectiveness and advantages when compared with peer algorithms mentioned above when tackling all the applied test instances. In summary, HMOPSO-ARA shows the best performance on 28 Table 4 , and the proposed HMOPSO-ARA shows obvious advantages over the peer algorithms (i.e., SMPSO, CMPSO, dMOPSO and AgMOPSO). As all the mentioned algorithms are proposed based on the PSO-based search method, the most difference between HMOPSO-ARA and the other compared algorithms are the adaptive resource allocation strategy designed in HMOPSO-ARA, which plays a crucial role in tackling some complicated MOPs (i.e., UF1-UF10 and F1-F9 test problems). Hence, when compared with other traditional MOPSOs, our proposed HMOPSO-ARA employing the resource allocation strategy into the traditional MOPSOs shows obvious advantages over peer algorithms. By this way, the computational resources will not be allocated to all the particles equally. On the contrary, most of computational resources will be allocated to these particles with better performance, which can enhance the performance and robustness of our algorithm when solving some complicated MOPs (i.e., UF1-UF10 and F1-F9 test problems).
As observed from the HV values of HMOPSO-ARA and peer algorithms on solving all the 35 test problems (i.e., DTLZ1-DTLZ7, WFG1-WFG9, UF1-UF10, and F1-F9) in Table 5 , some conclusions can be obtained from and evenly cover the true PFs. However, the proposed HMOPSO-ARA shows an obvious superiority over the competitors, as its final population can cover the entire true PFs evenly and completely.
F. A FURTHER DISCUSSION OF ADAPTIVE RESOURCE ALLOCATION STRATEGY
In this subsection, the advantages of employing the proposed adaptive resource allocation strategy into tradition MOPSOs is further discussed. HMOPSO-ARA is compared with its variant without using the proposed adaptive resource allocation strategy, called HMOPSO, in which the computation resources will be allocated equally for each particle. To be fair, the relative parameters in HMOPSO are set according to the parameters shown in Table 1 . The IGD and HV values of HMOPSO-ARA and HMOPSO are summarized in Table 6 , which further validate the effectiveness of our proposed adaptive resource allocation strategy employed into traditional MOPSOs. It should be known that all the experimental results are obtained after running 30 independent times.
According to the IGD results listed in Table 6 , the proposed HMOPSO-ARA shows some superiority over HMOPSO, which is mainly benefited from the idea that combines the adaptive resource allocation strategy with traditional MOPSOs. HMOPSO-ARA can perform best on 26 cases among all the 35 cases, while HMOPSO can only show the best performance on 9 test cases out of all the 35 test cases. As shown in the last row of Table 6 , the proposed HMOPSO-ARA outperforms HMOPSO on 14 test problems out of all the 35 test instances. On the contrary, HMOPSO can only outperform HMOPSO-ARA on one test problem when considering the IGD values. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the HV results summarized in Table 6 , as the proposed HMOPSO-ARA can obtain the best performance on 26 cases out of all the 35 cases, while HMOPSO without the adaptive resource allocation can only show the best performance on 9 test problems among all the 35 test problems. Moreover, the proposed HMOPSO-ARA can outperform HMOPSO on 15 test problems, but only underperforms HMOPSO on one test problem among all the 35 test problems. Hence, the effectiveness of our proposed adaptive resource allocation strategy in MOPSOs and the superiority of our proposed algorithm have been further validated according to the experimental results.
G. A TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF HMOPSO-ARA
When analyzing the computational complexity of the proposed HMOPSO-ARA, the main procedure in one generation is the main loop of Algorithm 1. As illustrated above, there are three main parts in the whole evolutionary process, i.e., archive-based evolutionary search process, PSO-based search process and archive update produce.
The computational complexity of each component is analyzed below. For the PSO-based search part as shown in Algorithm 3, its time complexity for velocity function update is O(MN ), where M is the objective number and N is the population size. Regarding to the evolutionary search section as introduced in Algorithm 4, the time complexity for cloning process, SBX and PM operators is O(MN ). When considering the time complexity of archive update as illustrated in Algorithm 5, the time complexity is O(MN 2 ).
In summary, the worst case overall computational complexity of our proposed HMOPSO-ARA within one generation is O(MN 2 ), which shows that HMOPSO-ARA is computationally efficient.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, a novel hybrid multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm that proposes an adaptive resource allocation strategy into traditional MOPSO algorithm, is presented, namely HMOPSO-ARA. During the dynamic resource allocation process, more computation resource will be allocated for these particles with better performance on fitness improvement. Moreover, an archivebased evolutionary search with a decomposition-based clonal selection strategy is also performed on the external archive. Besides that, a novel velocity update function with another search direction is presented during the PSO-based search process in our algorithm to further speed up the convergence and maintain the diversity. By this way, our proposed HMOPSO-ARA has a strong ability to solve all the test problems adopted in our experimental comparison. When compared to four state-of-the-art MOEAs (i.e., MOEA/D-ARA, MOEA/D-DE, MOEA/D-GRA and EF_PD) and four competitive MOPSOs (i.e., SMPSO, CMPSO, dMOPSO and AgMOPSO), the experimental comparisons have further validated the advantages and effectiveness of our proposed HMOPSO-ARA on solving various kinds of MOPs, especially for some complicated test problems with variable linkages, such as UF1-UF10 and F1-F9 test problems.
Furthermore, we plan to extend our algorithm to solve many-objective optimization problems in our future work and the application of HMOPSO-ARA in tackling some real-word engineering problems is also a further research point.
